In this paper, we discuss a relationship between perceptual noise and fitness of agents in a multi-agent system. In multi-agent system, agents perceive environmental information and act based on this information. Therefore, in case that the perceptual information contains some noise, a cooperative behavior of agents is more challenging and the resulting fitness of the agents is inferior. In order to develop a behavior of the agents that is robust to the perception noise, we evolved the behavior of the agents in noisy environment. As a result, the evolved behavior, obtained in a noisy environment is superior (in terms of robustness) than that evolved in noiseless environment.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, both the learning in multi-agent system (MAS) inspired by biologically plausible reinforcement leaning and evolutionary algorithms has become more extensively studied. By utilizing this kind of methodology, we can automatically develop adaptive behavior of agents even for hard and complex problems. The resulting MAS can be applied for problem solving in various areas, such as Robotics, Artificial Intelligence, etc [1] .
However, such application of MAS to real-world problems is challenging due to the inherent difference of the results obtained in the simulated system and the reality. MAS can be realistically modeled by incorporating the underlying physics of the entities. However, an adequate model of MAS needs to consider the various kinds of noise pertinent to both the perceptions and actions of the agents. In order to develop MAS that realistically models the real-world, we need to discuss the issue of robustness of systems to the noise. As the first step toward building such robust systems, we applied a simulated evolution in order to automatically develop the behavior of the agents in MAS and investigated the robustness of this behavior to the noise.
MODEL

Predator-prey pursuit problem
As a model of MAS, we considered the predators-prey pursuit problem (PPP) to verify our hypothesis that a specialized social behavior may emerge from relatively simple, implicit, and local coordination of actions of agents [2] . Fig.1 shows the snapshot of the modeled PPP-MAS. In our work we consider the instance of the problem, which is more realistic than commonly considered in the previous work [3] [4] . The world is a simulated two-dimensional continuous torus. The moving abilities of four predator agents are continuous too. We implement a proximity perception model for the predator agents where only the relative bearings and the distances to the closest predator agent and to the prey are perceived. The considered instance of the problem is more realistic than commonly discussed in that the world, the sensory and the moving abilities of agents are continuous, rather than discrete; and the sensors of the agents feature limited range of "visibility". The moving abilities of four predator agents are continuous too -the predators can turn left and right to any angle from their current heading and can run with various speeds within the range of zero to the maximum allowed.
We evolved the predators by employing the XML-based genetic programming (XGP) framework. XGP is a scalable novel genetic programming inspired by the flexibility and recently emerging widespread adoption of the Document Object Model (DOM) and Extensible Markup Language (XML) [5] . The benefits of using DOM/XML-based representations of genetic programs, as documented in can be briefly summarized as follows:
• XML tags offer a generic support for maintaining the data types in XGP, The pervious work [6] on evolution of the behavior of predators verifies that the surrounding behavior emerges from simply defined, local perceptions and implicit interactions of agents. Fig.2 illustrates a sample program obtained by XGP.
The meanings of variables in the program are as follows:
• Prey_d and Prey_a: distance and angle to the prey in sight, respectively, and • Peer_d and Peer_a: distance and angle to the closest predator in sight, respectively.
In this PPP, a behavior program of the predators like above is evolved according to the following fitness function: (1) where dE is the average energy consumption during the trial, D A is the average distance to the prey by the end of the trial, and T is the elapsed time of the trial. C is the complexity of the agents' genetic representation in tree nodes, and K C (equal to 0.1) is the scaling coefficient of the penalty imposed for complex genetic representation of the agents. Actually, T is an especially prime term in Eq.1, and therefore we may regard the fitness function as the function of the time needed for the predators to capture the prey. The trial is limited to 300s of "real" time or to the time the prey is captured; and with a sampling rate of 500ms it is simulated with up to 600 time steps. Smaller fitness values correspond to better performing predator agents.
Perceptual noise
We would like to investigate robustness of the emergent surrounding behaviors of the predators to perceptual noise, then we tried to incorporate a noise to perceptual sensors of the predators. We presume that agents noisily perceive both the (i) distance and (ii) the bearing (i.e., the angle) between themselves and the closest predator and the prey. The readings of both the distance-and the bearing sensors of the agents, affected by the uniform perceptual noise are modeled as follows: (2) (2) is regarded as uncertainty of the sensor readings, which is proportional to the distance between agents. Consequently, the predators perceive not real location information but randomly perturbed, uncertain location information. The predators can hardly determine the exact location of other entities in the world, which occasionally, might result in inadequate moving actions. The sensor noise of the predators is visualized in Fig.3 .
As Fig.3 illustrates, the agent A perceives the agent B. If the agent A has a noiseless sensor, it can perceive the location information of the agent B certainly. However, if a noise is incorporated in the sensor readings, the agent A can not precisely determine the exact location of the respective agent B. The location of the agent B that it perceives is perceived randomly to be somewhere in the gray zone surrounding the agent B as shown in Fig.3. 
SIMULATION
In this work, we implemented two experiments as follows:
i. First, we evolve a surrounding behavior of the predators in noiseless environment, and applied the evolved behavior to noisy environment with noise rate between 0% and 3%. ii. We evolve continuously the above behavior in noisy environment with noise rate of 0%, 1% Due to the noisy sensor readings, the predators can not determine the correct location of each other, and therefore, it is supposed that they can hardly cooperate and their coordinated surrounding behavior is relatively poor. However, the quantitative effect of the sensor noise on the cooperative behavior is still unknown. Through the first experiment, we investigate the relation between the fitness of the behaviors' behavior and the sensor noise rate.
In the second experiment, we attempt to verify the hypothesis in which an environment in an evolutionary process is related to the robustness of behaviors obtained by GP. It is natural to consider that the behavior evolved in noisy environment is more robust to the noise than one evolved in noiseless environment.
RESULT
The relation between the fitness and the sensor noise rate
The obtained results indicate that the fitness, measured as the time, needed for the team of predator agents to capture the prey, degrades like slow sigmoidal curve with the increase of the noise rate as shown in Fig.4 . Moreover, as Fig.5 indicates, the capture rate, estimated as the average number of (total 10) initial situations in which the team of agents successfully captures the prey, also decreases with the increase of the noise rate.
We describe some features of these results as follows:
• The fitness of the predators deteriorates at slow gradient from noise rate 0% to noise rate 0.5% and from noise rate 2.5% to noise rate 3.0%, while it deteriorates with steeper gradient from noise rate 0.5% to 2.5%.
• The number of successful situations is about 7 in noiseless environment, and it decreases to about 5 for noise rate 1.5% and to only about 1 for noise rate 3%, indicating the detrimental effect of the sensor noise on the behavior of the predators.
This detrimental effect observed in the predators' behavior is most pronounced at the final stages of the trial when the erratically moving predator agents allow the prey to escape from the formed surrounding formation of the predators.
Adaptation to the sensor noise
In order to develop a robust behavior of the predators, we evolved the behavior in noisy environment. The initial population incorporates some of the best-of-run behaviors evolved in noiseless environment, because the randomly created initial population can hardly adapt in complicated and uncertain noisy environment.
As Fig.6 and Fig.7 illustrate, the results verify that both the fitness and the capture rate degrade more favorable compared to the behaviors evolved in noiseless environment. Fig.6 The relation of the fitness with the environment that program have evolved Fig.7 The performance of the evolved predator agents in noisy environment The results can be summarized as follows:
• No degradation in the performance is observed in the behavior of predators, evolved in noise rate 1% for the environments with up to 1% of noise, • Moreover, the behavior evolved in noise rate 2% features a negligible degradation when applied in environments with up to 1.5% of noise, • Eventually, both the fitness and capture rate converge at similar value over noise rate 2.5%.
The behavioral traits of the predators in the considered experiment are nearly identical to those evolved in noiseless environment.
DISCUSSION
The virtue of evolution in noisy environment
We notice that the shape of the graph showing the relationship between the predators' performance and noise rate can be characterized as follows:
• Performance of a program evolved in noiseless environment seems to be linear.
• Performance of a program evolved in noisy environment seems to be a sharper sigmoidal curve.
This indicates that the performance tend to keep well until a certain threshold (in the behavior evolved in noise rate 2%, the threshold is 1.5%), hence, the behavior is more robust on a specific noise rate range.
The cause for the robustness
Through the evolution in noisy environment, we could generate a behavior whose fitness is stable until a certain threshold. It seems to be natural conclusion, but what improves the robustness of the behavior? We suppose one reason is that the behavior program obtained a specialized structure to be robust to the sensor noise. Fig.8 illustrates a comparison of the programs evolved in noiseless environment and in noisy environment.
Unfortunately, we were unable to discover such a structure in a program because the logic of automatically evolved code is hardly understandable by human. However, some interesting points can be discussed as follows:
• The instruction Turn( ) is present the program evolved in noisy environment (Fig.8, left ) not that often compared to the program evolved in noiseless environment (Fig.8, right ).
• The variables for perceptual information (i.e. Peer_a, Peer_d, Prey_a and Prey_d) seldom appear in the left-, conversely to the right program shown in Fig.8 .
In our model, such variables are perturbed directly by the perceptual noise. Consequently, in the case of high noise rate, it is considered that a program involving many such variables is more difficult. As a result, a program evolved in noisy environment might be evolved to limit the reliance on such variables.
CONCLUSION
In this work we introduced the perceptual noise to the predator agents in PPP-MAS, and then evolved the behavior programs of these agents in noisy environment. As a result, we shall generalize that the behavior of agents, evolved in a noisy environment is more robust to noise than that evolved in noiseless environments. The results can be viewed as a step towards an automated development of real-world multi-computer, multi-vehicle, or multi-robot systems based on the concepts of agents and coordination of their actions in noisy environments.
